
The Haven bed has become one of the most 

popular safety beds for home use because it is still a Beds by George 

high quality sleep solution for the special needs and disabled com-

munity,  but now with a clear top for better visibility.  

View through top 

Daytime Typical Nanny Cam 

Nighttime Typical Nanny Cam 

* Camera not provided.  Lighting, camera,  and camera position affects the image.   

FAQ 

 Material:  This is a double polished clear flexible vinyl 

 Cleaning: dust and debris will affect visibility.  We recom-

mended simple soap and water, no harsh chemicals 

 Durability: this is a thick vinyl that is stronger than our 

standard mesh, but easily scratched.  Minor scratches do 

little to inhibit overall visibility, but care should be given.   

 Location: this is a top panel only, not available on sides. 

View from inside bed 

Haven Options: Exterior Padding 

For increased safety for bed entrance and egress  you can also pad 

the exterior of the wooden frame.    This particular feature can be 

added at a later time.  This option includes the same padding that we 

use on the rigid side beds (Dream and Slumber) with your choice of 

fabric colors. 

The system includes 360 degree padding around the exterior of the 

lower wooden frame as well as covering the 4 vertical shroud compo-

nents. 

As with all of our pads, these are easy to clean with simple spot clean-

ing, and are also removable and washable in a standard residential 

washer on a cool cycle for more thorough periodic cleaning. 

Haven Options: Clear View Top 



Now you have the option of adding 

additional doors to any side, any 

combination.  The standard side 

door is always included, but you can 

add clinical access to the “back” of 

the bed, the “head” of the bed, and 

the “foot” of the bed.  All 4 sides, 

only 2 sides, only 3 sides… the 

choice is up to you for the best pos-

sible clinical accessibility for every 

room configuration, medical condi-

tion, or versatility. 

Haven Options: Mulitple Doors 

Padded Interior 

Hi Side Bed Std Side Bed 

Option for Mesh over 

Air Flow panels 

Padding around Windows 

Transparent Vinyl over 

Clear View panels 

*Available on doors only.  Retrofit-able 

Rigid Side Options: Padding 
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